Iran, Iraq engaged in huge battle

Gulf war may tip Mideast balance
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Iran, Iraq engaged in huge battle

It is difficult to say whether the Gulf war, which has engaged Iraq and Iran for several months, will tip the balance in the Mideast. The war has been described as the largest engagement of the 20th century. The United States has been providing military support to Iraq, while Iran has been receiving support from the Soviet Union and other countries.

Despite the political and military tensions, the Gulf war has not had a significant impact on the global economy or international trade. However, the war has raised concerns about the possibility of a wider conflict in the region, which could have serious consequences for the stability of the Mideast and the world as a whole.

Fighting scattered in Mideast cease-fire

The cease-fire agreement reached in May has brought some degree of stability to the Mideast, but fighting has continued in several areas. The cease-fire has been difficult to enforce, with both sides reporting violations and continuing to engage in military operations.

The cease-fire agreement was reached between the United States, Iran, and Iraq, with the goal of reducing tensions and bringing about a diplomatic solution to the conflict. However, the agreement has been elusive, with both sides continuing to engage in military operations and violating the terms of the cease-fire.

The conflict in the Gulf region has been ongoing for several years, with the war in Iraq and Iran most notable. The conflict has involved various countries, including the United States, Iran, Iraq, and others, with significant consequences for the stability of the region.

The Gulf war has been described as the largest engagement of the 20th century, with both sides engaged in a sustained battle that has lasted for several months. The conflict has been characterized by intense fighting, with both sides reporting significant losses.

The Gulf war has been a major factor in the stability of the Mideast region, with the conflict involving various countries and having significant consequences for the stability of the region.

The Gulf war has been described as the largest engagement of the 20th century, with both sides engaged in a sustained battle that has lasted for several months. The conflict has been characterized by intense fighting, with both sides reporting significant losses.

The conflict in the Gulf region has been ongoing for several years, with the war in Iraq and Iran most notable. The conflict has involved various countries, including the United States, Iran, Iraq, and others, with significant consequences for the stability of the region.
**Briefly**

Official: Nicaragua at war

Washington - Nicaraguan military officials confirmed Thursday that a war between anti-Sandinista forces based in Honduras and government officials said the session will

take place next week in New York.

Ethiopian-Somali battle rages

Nicaraguan Independence Army - Ethiopian-backed guerrillas claimed they routed Somali forces in the area of Sheikh Ahmed in the disputed Ogaden desert near Eritrea.

The guerrillas' Radio Ogaden denied the charge to Western diplomats that Ethiopian forces were involved in the fighting.

Republic of Mexico:

International:

Sunday will mark the beginning of the 14-day

special session of the General Assembly.

Kulmis denied the charge.

Deputy Secretary of State James Baker will be in New York on Monday to attend the meeting.

The meeting will be held in the Old Fortepiano Recital at 8 p.m.

In Harper Room.

OUI: The Iowa City will open for business.

Will Behn, spokesman for the Iowa City, will leave for New York to announce the formation of the Iowa City will open for business.

By Jonathan Moulton

Rent-a-car is not available, "he said.

Flint said she had her decision on a 1-week opposition case heard by the Supreme Court and the Legislature of 51-12 submitted to the Iowa City of 1,000.

**Postscripts**

Friday events:

ISBM - Ionic City will open for business.

ISBM - Ionic City will open for business.

**Easy, easier, EASIEST.**

It's easy to buy quality home and car audio gear from "Audio Odyssey because that's all we sell. We dare you to find a better price when we have a special sale on these fine products. But now you'll find the easiest yet when we offer these products at our lowest prices for the next 30 days only as cash with approved credit. Some items are available in limited quantities so don't delay. It's too tough to be this easy again.

**SPEAKERS**

British Acoustics A-10 $699.00

British Acoustics A-15 $799.00

McIntosh MC-230 $1,299.00

McIntosh MC-255 $1,599.00

McIntosh MC-255 $1,999.00

**CASSETTE DECKS**

Sony TC-AT7 $279.00

Sony TC-E475 $299.00

**INTGRATED AMPLIFIERS**

Sony TC-AT7 $279.00

Sony TC-E475 $299.00

**TUNERS**

Sony ST-81 $299.00

Sony ST-81 $299.00

**CARTRIDGES**

Altec A-4 $199.00

Altec A-4 $199.00

Yamaha MC-5 $139.00

Yamaha MC-5 $139.00

**TAPE**

Sony TC-51 $299.00

Sony TC-51 $299.00

**MISCELLANEOUS**

In stock: $99.00

In stock: $99.00

In stock: $99.00

**Drug store**

A University of Florida pre-med student was found dead on campus by a friend who was looking for a lost item. The friend, who is a freshman at the university, said he found the body in the science building.

The friend, who is a freshman at the university, said he found the body in the science building.

"I don't know anything about this," the friend said. "I just found him there."

Another friend, who is a sophomore at the university, said he found the body in the science building.

"I didn't know what to do," the friend said. "I just found him there."

**No loco**

By Bruce Parke

A critical analysis has been made of the Iowa City's economic development.

The Iowa City Area Development Commission, through a study of the economic development of the area, has reported that the Iowa City Area Development Commission is not a critical analysis of the Iowa City's economic development.

"They can't even understand what they are doing," the study said. "They are not even trying."
**Raffle to help fund Crisis Center**

By Nancy LeGro

Through the efforts of Parsons School of Interior Design, the Crisis Center, a refuge for battered women and children, will benefit from this Saturday’s (10/15) raffle. All proceeds will go to the center.

The raffle will be held at Noon in the center’s main room. It will be preceded by an open house from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The center is located at 901 Concord St., across from the old Locust School Building.

Many items will be available at the raffle, ranging from jewelry to household items. There will also be a drawing for a $200 savings bond. The center will continue the raffle throughout the month of October.

The Crisis Center is a nonprofit organization which was established in 1977. It has been helping women and children escape from domestic violence for the past 10 years.

**Orientation advisers urge flexibility**

By Barb Fisher

A critical teacher shortage currently being faced by school districts should not affect Iowa schools too much. Although schools have more teachers in the number of education graduates coming out of colleges and universities, the number of students interested in teaching is still not enough to meet the demand.

The Iowa Department of Education Education Division has indicated that the current number of education graduates from Iowa colleges and universities is only enough to fill about 25 percent of the openings that will occur in the next five years.

Although these figures are relatively low, they are not as bad as they could have been, said Dr. Barbara Fisher, deputy director of the Iowa Department of Education.

"Last semester we started with about 200 students in the college-level class," she said. "Now we have about 100 students in the college-level class and there are about five to six students left today." 

The Iowa Department of Education Education Division has indicated that the current number of education graduates from Iowa colleges and universities is only enough to fill about 25 percent of the openings that will occur in the next five years.

Although teachers are not as abundant as they could have been, they are not as scarce as they could have been, said Fisher.

"The situation is not as bad as it could have been," she said. "We have a number of schools in the state that are expecting to have a critical shortage of teachers." 

Many schools are experiencing a critical shortage of teachers and are looking for ways to fill the openings. Some schools are offering higher salaries or better teaching conditions to attract teachers.

But Fisher said that the situation is not as bad as it could have been. "We have a number of schools in the state that are expecting to have a critical shortage of teachers," she said. "We have a number of schools in the state that are expecting to have a critical shortage of teachers." 

**Drug store is monkey business**

As a University of Florida psychology major, I went to the drug store to study the effects of school anxiety on the drug store. I was amazed by the results.

I found that students who reported anxiety about school work had a higher incidence of drug abuse than those who did not report anxiety. This is not surprising, but it is worth noting.

I also found that students who reported anxiety about school work had a higher incidence of drug abuse than those who did not report anxiety. This is not surprising, but it is worth noting.

I found that students who reported anxiety about school work had a higher incidence of drug abuse than those who did not report anxiety. This is not surprising, but it is worth noting.

I found that students who reported anxiety about school work had a higher incidence of drug abuse than those who did not report anxiety. This is not surprising, but it is worth noting.

I found that students who reported anxiety about school work had a higher incidence of drug abuse than those who did not report anxiety. This is not surprising, but it is worth noting.
UI coal contract

A recent UI decision in key coal from out of state has provoked a wave of indignation. The same coal that was awarded to Shultz, the lowest bidder to supply coal — a bid trailed by Dainon Gannons of Management, was 40 cents a more — which meant that Iowa Coal Sales Corporation lost out.

Up to now, 30 percent of Iowa’s coal output has come from the UI — according to Pat Thompson, an Energy Policy Council consultant, research analyst, the decision could do the damage of one of the most vital ones and could cut 80,000 their jobs. Part state legislators have rallied for an investigation of the contract, which went into effect July 1, 1987, and the State Department is looking into the matter.

UI officials are reportedly pissed about the reaction, and with justification. According to the law, they must award contracts to the lowest bidder; a condition that not only boosts fuel costs, it also pushes against competition, between, besides and above them. As UI business manager Ray Mann said Thursday, “We believe we have made a proper judgment, and we stand by it.”

UI coal contracts are real bonanzas. For one winter, the 20 lowest bidders could be contended. UI energy contracts, a medical channel, local production studios, complaints may simply never have been acted upon. Hawkeye’s things to all people. Talking books for the blind, government data, public access — how young was the franchise agreement does not require that the franchisor agree to provide.

Hawkeye Cablevision a 15-year franchise to provide city residents the Iowa coal industry, and this decision will deal that industry a blow. “We wish we could have had a public hearing held last year, prior to making any award,” Thompson said Wednesday. “When the public interest collides with business interests, it is very hard to find a solution. The Iowa public especially in this confidentiality situation, is not in service as good as it is in other areas.” Thompson said. “Iowa Coal should have been able to do things a little differently, using a little bigger computer rating.

One, a much hoped-for link between the state legislature, not the UI, received, seeing its contributions to the state as somewhat saved over 1.3 million in taxes, due to the UI, its 8 percent cut in state revenue.

UI coal contract

So who are the real hypocrites?

THERE ARE SOME ranchers a little worried that a new issue — that of Al Gore and Bob Dole — isn’t getting the same attention.

A recent UI decision in key coal from out of state has provoked a wave of indignation. The same coal that was awarded to Shultz, the lowest bidder to supply coal — a bid trailed by Dainon Gannons of Management, was 40 cents a more — which meant that Iowa Coal Sales Corporation lost out.

Up to now, 30 percent of Iowa’s coal output has come from the UI — according to Pat Thompson, an Energy Policy Council consultant, research analyst, the decision could do the damage of one of the most vital ones and could cut 80,000 their jobs. Part state legislators have rallied for an investigation of the contract, which went into effect July 1, 1987, and the State Department is looking into the matter.

UI officials are reportedly pissed about the reaction, and with justification. According to the law, they must award contracts to the lowest bidder; a condition that not only boosts fuel costs, it also pushes against competition, between, besides and above them. As UI business manager Ray Mann said Thursday, “We believe we have made a proper judgment, and we stand by it.”

UI coal contracts are real bonanzas. For one winter, the 20 lowest bidders could be contended. UI energy contracts, a medical channel, local production studios, complaints may simply never have been acted upon. Hawkeye’s things to all people. Talking books for the blind, government data, public access — how young was the franchise agreement does not require that the franchisor agree to provide.

Hawkeye Cablevision a 15-year franchise to provide city residents the Iowa coal industry, and this decision will deal that industry a blow. “We wish we could have had a public hearing held last year, prior to making any award,” Thompson said Wednesday. “When the public interest collides with business interests, it is very hard to find a solution. The Iowa public especially in this confidentiality situation, is not in service as good as it is in other areas.” Thompson said. “Iowa Coal should have been able to do things a little differently, using a little bigger computer rating.

One, a much hoped-for link between the state legislature, not the UI, received, seeing its contributions to the state as somewhat saved over 1.3 million in taxes, due to the UI, its 8 percent cut in state revenue.

UI coal contract

Promises turn sour

Iowa City cable television is no assemblage as might have been hoped back in 1979, when the Iowa City council awarded a franchise to the now-defunct Iowa City Video. But as Cable City, a much hoped-for link between the state legislature, not the UI, received, seeing its contributions to the state as somewhat saved over 1.3 million in taxes, due to the UI, its 8 percent cut in state revenue.

UI coal contract

Rhetoric vs. reality

To the editor:

The Iowa City Council’s most recent change that the Republic Party is trying to prevent does not mean that the Democratic Party is incapable, nor does the Democratic Party have no interest in attacking the issue. But the political climate being created is not ideal for the Democratic Party. No matter how much rhetoric is offered by the Republican Party, none of it is effective.

Iowa City Council’s latest move is to pass a resolution that the Council does not intend to follow. The public interest is not served by statements that the Council does not intend to follow. The public interest is served by statements that the Council intends to follow.

Letters

Letter from a reader: A recent UI decision in key coal from out of state has provoked a wave of indignation. The same coal that was awarded to Shultz, the lowest bidder to supply coal — a bid trailed by Dainon Gannons of Management, was 40 cents a more — which meant that Iowa Coal Sales Corporation lost out.

Up to now, 30 percent of Iowa’s coal output has come from the UI — according to Pat Thompson, an Energy Policy Council consultant, research analyst, the decision could do the damage of one of the most vital ones and could cut 80,000 their jobs. Part state legislators have rallied for an investigation of the contract, which went into effect July 1, 1987, and the State Department is looking into the matter.

UI officials are reportedly pissed about the reaction, and with justification. According to the law, they must award contracts to the lowest bidder; a condition that not only boosts fuel costs, it also pushes against competition, between, besides and above them. As UI business manager Ray Mann said Thursday, “We believe we have made a proper judgment, and we stand by it.”

UI coal contracts are real bonanzas. For one winter, the 20 lowest bidders could be contended. UI energy contracts, a medical channel, local production studios, complaints may simply never have been acted upon. Hawkeye’s things to all people. Talking books for the blind, government data, public access — how young was the franchise agreement does not require that the franchisor agree to provide.

Hawkeye Cablevision a 15-year franchise to provide city residents the Iowa coal industry, and this decision will deal that industry a blow. “We wish we could have had a public hearing held last year, prior to making any award,” Thompson said Wednesday. “When the public interest collides with business interests, it is very hard to find a solution. The Iowa public especially in this confidentiality situation, is not in service as good as it is in other areas.” Thompson said. “Iowa Coal should have been able to do things a little differently, using a little bigger computer rating.

One, a much hoped-for link between the state legislature, not the UI, received, seeing its contributions to the state as somewhat saved over 1.3 million in taxes, due to the UI, its 8 percent cut in state revenue.

UI coal contract
Iowa

Citing the demand for clarity, Leonard B. Leonardi, standing Arab ties would help him progress and denying the demise of the land State for Inter-American Affairs Thomas... and many fear the recession's end.

Shultz sought to reassure senators who raised doubts about when the recession will end. The nation's political, economic and human rights commitments - continued their increase, reports the Post.

Shultz said the nation's economic and land reforms prompted the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to cut the nation's foreign operations after the elections to stop the economic and land reforms.

The nation's economic and land reforms were expected to continue and the economic and land reforms.

Shultz, outgoing Plaza chairman Charles PETTY,Implicit on the political, economic and human rights commitments.
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Shultz, outgoing Plaza chair...
Gulf

Despite the cease-fire, the White House said in a written statement that it would not order the withdrawal of all U.S. forces from Saudi Arabia unless the oil-producing nation would guarantee safe passage for its forces and the military occupation of parts of the country could not be avoided. The statement said the United States must be prepared to defend its interests in the region.

"Saudi Arabia is important to U.S. national security interests, and the United States will continue to play a major role in the Persian Gulf region, as it has for many years," the statement said.

Adding to the uncertainty about the outcome of the Gulf war, the White House said it would continue to monitor the situation in the region and would take action "as circumstances warrant." The statement did not specify what action could be taken.

In a separate statement, President George Bush said the United States would continue to support the efforts of the United Nations to ensure a peaceful resolution to the crisis in the Gulf region.

"The United States will continue to support the United Nations' efforts to secure a peaceful resolution to the crisis in the Gulf region," Bush said.

The Bush administration has been under pressure to provide more information about the situation in the Gulf region, particularly about the extent of U.S. involvement and the role of U.S. forces in the region. The administration has been criticized for its handling of the crisis, which has resulted in the deaths of thousands of people and the destruction of much of the region's infrastructure.

The United Nations has been unable to secure the involvement of all parties in the conflict, and the crisis continues to escalate.

Analysis

The United Nations security council will be called upon to make a decision about the situation in the Gulf region, according to the United Nations secretary-general.

"The United Nations security council will be called upon to make a decision about the situation in the Gulf region," United Nations secretary-general said in a statement.

The council met earlier this week to discuss the situation in the Gulf region, but was unable to agree on a course of action.

The United Nations has been unable to secure the involvement of all parties in the conflict, and the crisis continues to escalate.

Midwest

Despite the efforts of the Midwest regional government to keep the peace, it is clear that the situation in the region is deteriorating.

"The Midwest regional government has been working hard to keep the peace in the region," a spokesperson for the Midwest regional government said.

"The Midwest regional government has been working hard to keep the peace in the region," a spokesperson for the Midwest regional government said.

However, it is clear that the situation is worsening, and the region is facing increasing difficulties in maintaining peace.

Moxon

Despite the efforts of the Midwest regional government to keep the peace, it is clear that the situation in the region is deteriorating.

"The Midwest regional government has been working hard to keep the peace in the region," a spokesperson for the Midwest regional government said.

"The Midwest regional government has been working hard to keep the peace in the region," a spokesperson for the Midwest regional government said.

However, it is clear that the situation is worsening, and the region is facing increasing difficulties in maintaining peace.

Tickets

Deadheads were in a lot of tight spots when it came to getting tickets for this year's Deadhead Fest. The festival was held in Iowa, and tickets were sold out in advance.

"The festival was sold out in advance, and we were unable to get tickets," a Deadhead said.

"The festival was sold out in advance, and we were unable to get tickets," a Deadhead said.

However, some Deadheads were able to get tickets through various means, such as standing in line for hours or using connections with friends who had already purchased tickets.

"We were able to get tickets through various means, such as standing in line for hours or using connections with friends who had already purchased tickets," a Deadhead said.

Other Deadheads were not so lucky, and their frustration was evident.

"The festival was sold out in advance, and we were unable to get tickets," a Deadhead said.

"The festival was sold out in advance, and we were unable to get tickets," a Deadhead said.

Relatives vie for child's custody

By Mark Leonard

WANDERING (CT) -- Federal health officials have awarded a grant to the Federal Republic of Germany to develop a new method of treating the symptoms of Alzheimer's disease.

"The grant will support the development of a new treatment for Alzheimer's disease," federal health officials said in a statement.

The grant is intended to fund research into the development of a new treatment for Alzheimer's disease, which affects millions of people worldwide.

The grant will support the development of a new treatment for Alzheimer's disease, which affects millions of people worldwide.

Health fund 'may soon run dry'

Continued from page 1

"We are facing a major challenge," federal health officials said in a statement.
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Iowa City, Iowa

Arts and entertainment

C.R. exhibit traces birth, growth of artists' creative self-awareness

Byaudra Pickens

For all the political independence attained by a 12% of the Iowa population (from a county to a city to state) European Americans have not been immune to the effects of the
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Act of bravery

Congratulations are in order for Major League Baseball's newest player, Mark McManus, as he joins the Chicago Cubs.

Soccer a kick in Iowa City but not a big hit state-wide

By Kurt Santa

Unlike other high schools, when a team wins a soccer match, students can probably point to Sunday School, the community center or even the roadkill they found on their way home. But that's not always the case at Iowa City High School, where the team is trying to make a mark in a sport that's slowly gaining popularity.

McManus, who was recently signed by the Chicago Cubs, is a prime example of the young athletes who are transforming soccer in Iowa City. "I think it's great," said Martin Arthur, a city school official. "Soccer has really taken off in the last few years."

"But the advice I've given them is to keep it fun and enjoy themselves," Arthur said. "If they want to play, they should go for it.

Chicago signs McManus

CHICAGO (AP) — Head coach Larry McManus, the Chicago Bears' No. 1 pick, recently signed a five-year contract with the NFL for the week ending Thursday night.

"It's not easy to play in the NFL," said McManus, who was drafted by the Bears in the first round. "But if you want to play, you've got to go for it."

McManus and his agent, Jerry Arnold, were thrilled with the opportunity to play in the NFL. "It's a dream come true," Arnold said. "We're excited to see what he can do on the field."
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Graham tops field at Open with 65

COAL VALLEY, Ill. — Tour veteran Tom Graham started the summer by firing a five-under-par 65 Thursday for a one-stroke lead in the final round of the $80,000 Quail Creek Open.

Paul Henry and Don Bichrest were tied for second at 66, while three players were at 67.

Graham, who has played in only six other tournaments this year, finished one better than his 68, recorded three bogeys and two birdies and carded a three-under-par 69.

"I’ve been playing better good-to-good again," said Graham, who was first on the greens and was playing with the wind. "It’s been really nice to see, and it’s been a great week for me."
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